
EYE PROTECTION



9307.365-CaRbONvIsION

DEsCRIPTION :
Low profile, wraparound design with innovative frame, strap and material 
development for a sig- nificantly lighter weight goggle. High tech materials 
combine hard and soft components which adapt to wearer’s face creating soft, 
effective seal around the eyes. Soft seal protects against dust, splashes and 
mechanical hazards. Easy and hygienic cleaning due to detachable frame and 
lens concept.

COsT:  306 MUR + vaT

GOOGLEs
sOFYTOUCH

NaME:  E014-B100
sIzE: Adjustable COLOUR: Blue
DEsCRIPTION :
Soft PVC goggles with a large support area around the entire face for 
an increased comfort.  High level of protection against impact, liquid 
splashes, unrefined dust, splashes of molten metal and penetration of 
hot solids.
COsT:  180 MUR + vaT

a: 15, Avenue St Geran, Albion, MAURITIUS - Tel: + (230) 4652781- Fax: + (230) 
4652782

9301.714 + 9301.555

DEsCRIPTION :
Ergonomic wide-vision goggles with unrestricted peripheral vision. 
Sophisticated ventilation system ensures exceptional wearer comfort. 
Outstanding close and pressure-free fit. The face guard 9301.555  attaches to 
the uvex ultravision goggle for optimum protection. Unlike conventional face 
shields, the goggle completely seals and protects the eyes.

COsT:  740 MUR + vaT

9302.285-ULTRasONIC

DEsCRIPTION :
Wide-vision goggles with excep- tional wearer comfort. Combines hard and 
soft compo- nents which adapt to the wearer’s face creating soft, effective 
seal around the eyes. uvex supravision lens coating technology – anti-fog on 
the in- side of the lens, scratch resistant on the outside, permanent – won’t 
wash off. Indirect ventilation. Sporty ski goggle design. Lens replacement 
possible.
COsT:  353 MUR + vaT



PROTECTIvE GLassEs
9301.105 - ultravision (also available in acetate version)

DEsCRIPTION :
Ergonomic wide-vision goggles with unrestricted peripheral vision. 
Sophisticated ventilation system ensures exceptional wearer comfort. Lens 
replacement possible. Outstanding close and pressure-free fit. Mechanical 
strength: PC lenses: B - Medium energy impact protection (120 m/s) CA 
lenses: F - Low energy impact protection (45 m/s) 

COsT:  333 MUR + VAT 
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9160.076 - i-vo (also available as clear)

DEsCRIPTION :
Comfort and design without compromise. Spectacles provide maximum 
wearer comfort. uvex duo component technology – combines hard and soft 
com- ponents for maximum wearer comfort. Also available with head strap
for working at heights or in confined spaces. Also aids compatibility with 
other items of PPE. 

COsT:  215 MUR + VAT

9231.960 - Polavision

DEsCRIPTION :
Improving recognition. Comfortable twin-lens spectacle. Polarisation filter 
reliably protects against eye strain. Particularly suitable for reflective surfaces 
(offshore, maritime conditions) Protects against reflections and
optical irritations outdoors (e. g. water surfaces) for greater visual comfort. 

COsT:  1225 MUR + VAT

9178.286 - super fit (also available as clear)

DEsCRIPTION :
Sporty design ultra-light, safety spectacles with hinged side arms. Extra 
slim wraparound lenses with exceptional optical clarity. uvex x-stream-
technology side arm concept – side arms graduate from hard to soft 
material – grips the head for a secure non slip fit.

COsT:  222 MUR + VAT 



PROTECTIvE GLassEs
9192.180 - Pheos Guard

DEsCRIPTION :
The innovative pheos guard system is a functional expansion of the 
successful pheos range. A winning combination of pheos spectacles, extra 
frame and headband. Top choice for working environments with dust 
exposure due to combination of anti-fog coated lenses and extra frame. 

COsT:  430 MUR + VAT
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9190.885 - i-3 (also available as smoked)

DEsCRIPTION :
Wearer comfort for all head widths. Adjusts for any face shape. Flexible side 
arms with variable inclination. Soft ear pieces. Integrated Softflex zone for
different head widths. Softflex nose piece with flexible adjustment. 100% 
metal free.

COsT:  250 MUR + VAT

9192.285 - Pheos (also available as smoked)

DEsCRIPTION :
Modern, fashionable safety spectacle design. Duo-spherical lens with uvex 
supravision lens coating technology. Rimless spectacles with wide field of 
vision. Permanent anti-fog on the inside. Extremely scratch-resistant on the 
outside. Completely metal-free

COsT:  162 MUR + VAT

9164.065 - astrospec (also available as smoked)

DEsCRIPTION :
 Innovative style and new technology ensure maximum wearer acceptance.
Maximum wearer comfort for all face shapes due to flexible 2K side arms 
and inclination. Wraparound side arms ensure perfect fit. Secure and 
pressure-free fit, even when worn for extended periods. Panoramic 
polycarbonate lens with integrated side protectors for optimum coverage of 
the eyes. Ventilation with labyrinth seal helps improve climate around

the eyes.

COsT:  255 MUR + VAT



KILIMaNDJaRO

NaME: 
POLYCARBONATE SINGLE LENS GLASSES
sIzE: Single COLOUR: Colourless 
DEsCRIPTION :
Single lens polycarbonate glasses. Adjustable temple. Adjustable inclinaison. 
Lateral protection. Colourless lens version, UV400 and scratch-resistant : 
Complies with EN170 (UV) standards.
MaTERIaLs: Polycarbonate,  Weight 32 g

COsT:  60 MUR + vaT

PROTECTIvE GLassEs / GOGGLEs

a: 15, Avenue St Geran, Albion, MAURITIUS - Tel: + (230) 4652781- Fax: + (230) 
4652782

LUCERNEIN100

NaME: POLYCARBONATE PITON GOGGLES 
sIzE: Single COLOUR: Colourless 
DEsCRIPTION :
Single lens polycarbonate glasses, direct side ventilation. Lateral protection. 
Eyelet for cord. 
MaTERIaLs: Polycarbonate,  Weight 45 g
COsT:  55 MUR + vaT

ROUNDFIT (also available as clear)

DEsCRIPTION :
Roundfit is a stylish single lens spectacle that is lightweight with fl at temples 
providing comfort for extended periods of use. Its design makes it a perfect 
fi t for wearing in conjunction with helmets and ear defenders. Roundfit is 
available in many versions.

COsT:  125 MUR + VAT




